A Switched Operation Approach to Sampled-Data Control Stabilization of Fuzzy Memristive Neural Networks With Time-Varying Delay.
This paper investigates the issue of sampled-data stabilization for Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy memristive neural networks (FMNNs) with time-varying delay. First, the concerned FMNNs are transformed into the tractable fuzzy NNs based on the excitatory and inhibitory of memristive synaptic weights using a new convex combination technique. Meanwhile, a switched fuzzy sampled-data controller is employed for the first time to tackle stability problems related to FMNNs. Then, the novel stabilization criteria of the FMNNs are established using the fuzzy membership functions (FMFs)-dependent Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional. This sufficiently utilizes information from not only the delayed state and the actual sampling pattern but also the FMFs. Two simulation examples are presented to demonstrate the feasibility and validity of the proposed method.